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Man-eaters of Kumaon

all started to talk at the same time. One man was vainly trying
to quieten the babel. I led him aside and asked him to tell me
what had happened. Pointing to some scattered oak trees on
a gentle slope a furlong or so from the village, he said a dozen
people were collecting dry sticks under the trees when a tiger
suddenly appeared and caught one of their number, a girl
sixteen or seventeen years of age. The rest of the parties had
run back to the village, and as it was known that I was staying
at the bungalow, a man had immediately been dispatched to
inform me.
The wife of the man I was speaking to had been of
the party, and she now pointed out the tree, on the shoulder
of the hill, under which the girl had been taken. None of
the party had looked back to see if the tiger was carrying
away its victim and, if so, in which direction it had gone.
Instructing the crowd not to make a noise, and to remain in
the village until I returned, I set off in the direction of the
tree. The ground here was quite open and it was difficult
to conceive how an animal the size of the tiger could have
approached twelve people unseen, its presence not detected,
until attention had been attracted by the choking sound made
by the girl.
The spot where the girl had been killed was marked by
a pool of blood and near it, in vivid contrast to the crimson
pool, was a broken necklace of brightly coloured blue beads
which the girl had been wearing. From this spot the track led
up and round the shoulder of the hill.
The track of the tigress was clearly visible. On one side
of it were great splashes of blood where the girl’s head had
hung down, and on the other side the trail of her feet. Half
a mile up the hill I found the girl’s sari, and on the brow of
the hill her skirt. Once again the tigress was carrying a naked
woman, but mercifully on this occasion her burden was dead.
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On the brow of the hill the track led through a thicket
of blackthorn, on the thorns of which long strands of the girl’s
raven-black hair had caught. Beyond this was a bed of nettles
through which the tigress had gone, and I was looking for a
way round this obstruction when I heard footsteps behind
me. Turning round I saw a man armed with a rifle coming
towards me. I asked him why he followed me when I had left
instructions at the village that no one was to leave it. He said
the Tahsildar had instructed him to accompany me, and that
he was afraid to disobey orders. As he appeared determined
to carry out his orders, and to argue the point would have
meant the loss of valuable time, I told him to remove the
heavy pair of boots he was wearing and, when he had hidden
them under bush, I advised him to keep close to me, and to
keep a sharp lookout behind.
I was wearing a very thin pair of stockings, shorts, and
a pair of rubber-soled shoes, and as there appeared to be no
way round the nettles I followed the tigress through them –
much to my discomfort.
Beyond the nettles the blood trail turned sharply to
the left, and went straight down the very steep hill, which
was densely clothed with bracken and ringals [hill bamboos].
A hundred yards down, the blood trail led into a narrow and
very steep watercourse, down which the tigress had gone with
some difficulty; as could be seen from the dislodged stones
and earth. I followed this watercourse for five or six hundred
yards, my companion getting more and more agitated the
further we went.
A dozen times he caught my arm and whispered – in a
voice full of tears – that he could hear the tiger, either on one
side or the other, or behind us. Half-way down the hill we
came on a great pinnacle of rock some thirty feet high, and as
the man had by now had all the man-eater hunting he could
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stand, I told him to climb the rock and remain on it until I
returned. Very gladly he went up, and when he straddled the
top and signalled to me that he was all right I continued on
down the watercourse, which after skirting round the rock,
went straight down, for a hundred yards to where it met a
deep ravine coming down from the left. At the junction was
a small pool, and as I approached it I saw patches of blood on
my side of water.
The tigress had carried the girl straight down on this
spot, and my approach had disturbed her at her meal. Splinters
of bone were scattered round the deep pugmarks into which
discoloured water was slowly seeping, and at the edge of the
pool was an object which had puzzled me as I came down the
watercourse, and which I now found was part of a human leg.
In all the subsequent years I have hunted man-eaters, I have
not seen anything as pitiful as that young comely leg – bitten
off a little below the knee as clean as though severed by the
stroke of an axe – out of which the warm blood was trickling.
While looking at the leg I had forgotten all about
the tigress until I suddenly felt that I was in a great danger.
Hurriedly grounding the butt of the rifle I put two fingers on
the triggers raising my head as I did so, and saw a little earth
from the fifteen-foot bank in front of me, come rolling down
the steep side and plop into the pool. I was new to this game
of man-eater hunting or I should not have exposed myself
to an attack in the way I had done. My prompt action in
pointing the rifle upwards had possibly saved my life, and in
stopping her spring, or in turning to get away, the tigress had
dislodged the earth from the top of the bank.
The bank was too steep for scrambling, and the only
way of getting up was to take it at a run. Going up the
watercourse a short distance I sprinted down, took the pool
in my stride, and got far enough up the other side to grasp a
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bush and pull myself on to the bank. A bed of Strobilanthes,
the bent stalks of which were slowly regaining their upright
position, showed where, and how recently, the tigress had
passed, and a little further on under an overhanging rock I
found where she had left her kill when she came to have a
look at me.
Her tracks now – as she carried away the girl – led into
the wilderness of rocks, some acres in extent, where the going
was both difficult and dangerous. The cracks and chasms
between the rocks were masked with ferns and blackberry
vines, and a false step, which might easily have resulted in
a broken limb, would have been fatal. Progress under these
conditions was of necessity slow, and the tigress was taking
advantage of it to continue her meal. A dozen times I found
where she had rested and after each of this rests the blood trail
became more distinct.
This was her four hundred and thirty-sixth human kill
and she was quite accustomed to being disturbed at her meals
by rescue parties but this, I think, was the first time she had
been followed up so persistently and she now began to show
her resentment by growling. To appreciate a tiger’s growl to
the full it is necessary to be situated as I then was – rocks
all round with dense vegetation between, and the imperative
necessity of testing each footstep to avoid falling headlong
into unseen chasms and caves.
I cannot expect you who read this at your fireside to
appreciate my feelings at the time. The sound of the growling
and the expectation of an attack terrified me at the same time
as it gave me hope. If the tigress lost her temper sufficiently to
launch an attack, it would not only give me an opportunity of
accomplishing the object for which I had come, but it would
enable me to get even with her for all the pain and suffering
she had caused.
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The growling, however, was only a gesture, and when
she found that instead of shooing me off it was bringing me
faster on her heels, she abandoned it.
I had now been on her track for over four hours.
Though I had repeatedly seen the undergrowth moving I
had not seen so much as a hair of her hide, and a glance at the
shadows climbing up the opposite hillside warned me it was
time to retrace my steps if I was to reach the village before
dark.
The late owner of the severed leg was a Hindu, and
some portion of her would be needed for the cremation, so as
I passed the pool I dug a hole in the bank and buried the leg
where it would be safe from the tigress, and could be found
when wanted.
My companion on the rock was very relieved to see
me. My long absence, and the growling he had heard, had
convinced him that the tigress had secured another kill and
his difficulty, as he quite frankly admitted, was how he was
going to get back to the village alone.
I thought when we were climbing down the
watercourse that I knew of no more dangerous proceeding
than walking in front of the nervous man carrying a loaded
gun, but I changed my opinion when on walking behind
him he slipped and fell, and I saw where the muzzle of his
gun – a converted .450 without a safety catch – was pointing.
Since that day – except when accompanied by Ibbotson – I
have made it a hard and fast rule to go alone when hunting
man-eaters, for if one’s companion is unarmed it is difficult
to protect him, and if he is armed, it is even more difficult to
protect oneself.
Arrived at the crest of the hill, where the man had
hidden his boots, I sat down to have a smoke and think out
my plans for the morrow.
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